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7. The manipulator
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and its kinematics.

must, not be so

they can’t

up rocks for examination.

b.

and range of payloads.

reasonably

ounces

Note that

vertical.

over. This needs to be true of the
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Arms that can lift a couple
conductor

d
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altogether.
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Yet, because robots

ments full of fluorescent

they ruII, t II(~
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power, it is possible

and out of a robot.
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com~~u~nt?o~(~I

\‘L!sl and C’M( IS,

there are and the faster

space,
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power scarce,

Even with advanced

the more processors

terrupted

(nil

111114

szze, and the power a~nil:~ble f~0111Ijilt t crier:

Not only is electrical

more power,

is ;I lot likfb

rol,ot

are severely lilrlit,cb(l. It

heavy objects.

are fine for shuffling semimove

Making

coffee

the actual

means that it can move faster without

mugs

or pick

arm light also

encountering

control

instabilities.
Another
nipulators
robots

shortcoming

of most commercially

is that they have too small

inhabit

ferent heights:

a three dimensional
desks, tables,

that t,he manipulator’s
tical freedom.

ma-

Mobile

world that, has mntty dif-

shelves,

workspace

available
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floors,

etc.

needs a large mrount

The lateral mobility

Lastly, the precision
mobots

to transfer

t.o do low tolerance
locate

an object

of commercial

things

manipulators

to perform.

from one location

assembly.

Sensors

to a thousand

is over kill

things

and setting

something

where you want it is usually
positioning

does matter,

are often environmental

fine.

down

constraints

atively

straight

very accurate

On the other end,

a]) inch of
absolute

a peg from a hole, there

(like the edges of the hole)

given an appropriate

control

sys-

design of the arm for MOBOT-2
It is a 2 degree of freedom

manipulator

which moves in a vertically

ing through

the central

degrees of freedom

vertical

axis of the robot.

is relplanar

plane passThe two

are used to select a height for t’he gripper

and to give fine grain control
Coarse

oriented

over the hand’s

radial and angular control

is provided

Total

poor

headings

range estimates.

compensate

toward

only 2 degrees

of freedom

The rationale

Each

section

radial position.
by moving

the

behind

vision,

is desirable.

we choose

This

to mount

of the arm consists

that can

is why with
the arm so it

plane.

of a parallel

four-bat

Figure 7 shows how these linkages are arranged.

cause there is no wrist in this design we have decided
the gripper

always point straight

four-bar

mechanisms

gripper

to t’he robot’s

two joints

are capable

cause the motors
it controls.
complicated

serve

down, an attitude

frame.

the motors

power transmission

an unacceptable

a payload

are light, each motor

Mounting

of 2 pounds.

is located

tfihe
Be-

at, the joint

back further would require iL
system

that could

phase lag in the servo control
workspace

The

of the

which actuate

and would likely weigh as much as the motor
The complete

which al-

the attitude

The motors

of lifting

Be-

to have

from flat surfaces.

to reference

this

supply

but relat’ively

a degree of freedom

opera.tes in a radial rather than a tangential
linkage.

we have

posit,ion of t,he

a target object

Having

for these errors

down

in particular

lows the hand to pick up s~nsll objects

et al 831.

forward.

motion.

not.

3.2 Mechanical Design
The mechanical

hand; there is no sideways

of joints

of the angular

to another,

within

a.

area.

To keep the number
fine grain control

is that many long range sensors,

For cases where

like removing

that can aid in the alignment
tem [Lozano-PCrez

ent,ire robot.

our

such as vision call not

of an inch.

for the mmipulntor.
operating

We expect

getting the gripper to within half an inch is sufficient to grasp
most

b. Normal

not provided

we wish our robot

Tip positions

does

base allows it t,o move

the whole arm around.
for the actions

8.

workspace.

of v(br-

of the arm, however,

not need to be very big since the robot’s

Figure

This me3;111s

introduce

of the fingers
itself.

of the arm is shown in figure 8;~.
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b.

9. Close-up

Figure

of a prototype

compliant

gripper.

Figure

10. The hand

finders

(triangles).

returned
However, we are primarily

concerned

with the vel tic al colun~n

shown in figure 8b which is 40 inches high and 18 inches witle.
This

alloys

the arm to work 0x1 both

of tables and to reach anywhere
desk top.

Quantizing

the joint

a1111a quarter

inch accuracy

65530 possible

fingertip

the floor all(l the 101)s

in the front half of a nor~nal
angles to 8 bits eacll gives tllcx

over the entire workspace.

positions

are plotted

All

fingers are 1 inch wide by 3 inches long and contact
control

over the angular

the robot,
lateral

rubber

the jaws of gripper

leeway

2 degrees
furthest

location

is important

of the

of error in the angular
point

Thcb

the object,

with respect,

iWIll

open to a wide 5 inches.

because

in its workspace

it allows

position

t.0
This

us to tolerate
at shorte1

The arm is controlled
the joints.
voltage

by specifying

This is accomplished

to a st,andard

rate. Controlling

a speed for each of

by slowly ramping

proportional

controller

the speed of t,he joints rather than their po-

sition lets us move the hand along a desired trajectory.
ticular,

we can command

up or move it directly

by specifying

sensed, but. the error volt-

ages in the servo amps are also reported.

Errors in the joint

being supplied

pling this with the configurat,ion
the weight of the payload
suring the control
sufficiently
necessary

This

the hand is grasping

large grasping force is sensed.
is determined

slowly

The amount of force

by the weight of the payload
directly

until a

as described

above,

which
or esli-
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kinesthesic
range-finders.

sensors,
These

The pro-

switch,

but rather

to local

moving

obst,acles,

formulabes

motors

on the onboard

processes

sensor

MOBOT-2

also has an onboard

care

and

fashion.

arm. Ilnlike other robols

arms this one has a large workspace
objects

The

arm, reacts

information,

high level plans all in a distributed

with onboard

topology.

in the entire system.

enabling

it

quite far above the base of the robot,.

has been

taken

achieve this reach without

to ensure

tipping

that

the robot

can

itself over.
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the finger separation.

from basic

a cluster of 8 infrared
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controls

Georges

For the fingers, mea-

allows us to close the fingers

by measuring

Aside

processor

angles iudicat e

of the arm we can determine

being carried.

processor.

of its communicat~ion

locus of control

parallel

Control

By cou-

parallel

configuration

There is ILOcentral

spring, this can

by t#he mobors.

error tells how tightly

can either be measured
mated

If the servo has a

such as a generalized

be very useful information.
the amount, of torque

joint speeds that

of the arm.

Not only are the joint positions
known transfer function,

111par-

the arm to raise the gripper straight

forward

vary with the configuration

an object.

has an onboard

the cont,lol

at a particular

For the table shown in figure

map looks figure lob.

relies on physical

Special

Control

the fingers as can be seen in figure
a coarse (3 bit) depth measurement

cessor is unique in that it has no dynamic

to manipulate
and

b. Ileights

Conclusion

of the arm at the

and larger errors

extensions.
3.3 Sensors

lOa, the IR depth

MOBOT-2

Since there is no fine grain

pads.

grid surrounding

of the surface in its field of view.

4.

by :I ring of II? range

by the IR ring.

10a. Each sensor provides

in ligtlre 8a.

The hand is a simple linear slide parallel jaw gripper.
via two compliant

hexagonal

is surrounded

a. The arm over a table.

the hand also has
are arranged

in a
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